
● RCL
● New Strategic Plan for 2030 Bicentennial in Focus
● Seeing what kind of renovations, phased renovations, are possible
● Looking at restoring/renovating stacks areas, and in the next 4-6 weeks will narrow down on a

�rm that has experience in restoring stacks, then brainstorm for 6-9 months
● David Figlio is in support of the project, usage of space is important, possibly consolidating

and compacting stacks so we have more room for collaboration on �oors higher up
● POA Library: Jim Mayer, a past supporter, made a sizable donation to continue support for

POA. Putting up/tearing down walls is o� the table, but rearranging and changing some spaces
is in the plans. Looking for stakeholders in the community to have input on the spaces or
things like the chalkboards vs. blackboards debate. Also, most of their furniture is
hand-me-down, so funding more will improve the look.

● HIV/AIDS posters project, check out the link, and maybe share the outcome on SA Insta.
○ https://mag.rochester.edu/exhibitions/up-against-the-wall/

● Transportation
● Plan to change the 9 large size buses to hybrid by 2025
● Innovation Square should be almost all students by the end of this year, and U of R has 2 full

�oors (50 students) under res life contract
● they are guaranteed to shuttle as part of their res-life  contract, so the university must provide

shuttling
● Adding an additional shuttle for the line this year would cost $53,000
● The cost of another mid-range shuttle to serve as the new backup would be 150-200k
● We also can’t just use a bigger shuttle to use for the orange line because of the turning radius in

the city
● Option 1 is to come up with 53k, and Option 2 is to somehow only give shuttling to those 2

�oors of students. Maybe by using id card swiping, which they are actively procuring, but the
supply chain is inconveniencing it.

● Things they said: Encourage students to walk to the red line at Eastman. But with the weather
and Eastman kids, it will just congest that line more. Encourage kids to walk to RTS and use
that. Possibly add a full line that hits Erie harbor, innovation square, u of r, etc.

● “Nobody has extra money.”
● “We guarantee you a ride, not a speci�c ride time.”
● Jackson Court Parking:

● Students with Permits are allowed AFTER 4 pm. Anyone is allowed after 7 pm. But
you must not have cars there before 4 pm

● Signs will be posted detailing when and when you cannot park.

https://mag.rochester.edu/exhibitions/up-against-the-wall/

